Peace in the Middle East
Ilan Pappé is a world-renowned Israeli academic and social activist. His research interests focus on
the modern Middle East, in particular, the history of Israel and Palestine. He is one of Israel’s ‘New
Historians’ and since the release of pertinent British and Israeli documents in the 1980s, has been
concerned with revising the official history of the creation of Israel and the corresponding ethnic
cleansing of three quarters of a million Palestinians. Pappé has written on multiculturalism, Critical
Discourse Analysis and Power and Knowledge in general. He blames the creation of Israel for the lack
of peace in the Middle East, arguing that Zionism is more dangerous than Islamic militancy, and has
called for an international boycott of Israeli academics.
(https://socialsciences.exeter.ac.uk/iais/staff/pappe/)
The Bhagavad Gita As It Is is the most authoritative text of knowledge and as a piece of yogic
philosophy is supported by the UN through their International Yoga Day for promoting global health,
peace and harmony.
'The Book of Tristan' is the next chapter in God's story and "The Baron" has claimed to be the next
King for the Jewish people through various spiritual encounters. Through the Old Testament, the
State of Israeli have to accept 'The Book of Tristan', the Bhagavad Gita As It Is, multiculturalism and
anti-Zionism. Therefore, the solution to the Palestine/Israeli conflict is as follows:
- abolish Zionism (particularly amongst Israeli political parties)
- adopt multicultural policies in both the State of Israel and Palestine as represented by the
Australian Greens and Ilan Pappe (https://greens.org.au/policies/multiculturalism)
- adopt the Bhagavad Gita As It Is in both the State of Israel and Palestine
(https://vedabase.io/en/library/bg/)
- adopt the 'Book of Tristan' in both the State of Israel and Palestine
(http://strategicgames.com.au/bookoftristan6.pdf)
This will resolve the Israeli/Palestine conflict and bring about peace amongst the Middle East.
Ending Global Poverty
From "The Baron's" experience the Eastern religions of Buddhism, Hinduism, Jainism and Sikhism
offer free vegetarian food. Christianity also offer free food (but not necessarily vegetarian).
Food for Life Global (FFLG) was founded in 1995 and currently has an office based in Delaware, USA
(FFLG – Americas) and Ljubljana, Slovenia (FFLG – Europe) to serve as the headquarters and
coordinating office for Food for Life projects worldwide. With 211 affiliates in 60 countries serving
up to 2 million plant-based meals daily, FFLG is the world’s largest food relief organization. With a
mission to address the root cause of all social issues through teaching spiritual equality in practice
and precept, our projects also include health education, eco-farming, schooling, animal rescue, and
animal care.
Hare Krishna temples will always offer free vegetarian food. By the end of the 1990s, there were
about 225 Hare Krishna centres in 60 countries, including 50 centres in the United States. While the
number of formally initiated members is only a few thousand, several hundred thousand regularly
worship at the Hare Krishna temples, including many expatriate Indians.
As a pillar of Islam, each year a Muslim should give money to charity (Usually 2.5% of their savings).
If a person does not have much money, they can give services to others instead. The accumulation of
wealth will not generate ultimate happiness, but can inadvertently create mental disturbances of the
mind. "The Baron" as a single person with no children can adequately live on about $20,000 a year.

To help with Global Poverty and Human Rights, governments in developed countries (through
taxation) have a responsibility to provide for the underdeveloped countries. This could be
coordinated via the United Nations. Further, it is important for the UN to distribute the Bhagavad
Gita As It Is globally for education as the most authoritative text of knowledge.
Today, more than 780 million people live below the international poverty line. More than 11% of the
world population is living in extreme poverty and struggling to fulfil the most basic needs like health,
education, and access to water and sanitation, to name a few. There are 122 women aged 25 to 34
living in poverty for every 100 men of the same age group, and more than 160 million children are at
risk of continuing to live in extreme poverty by 2030.
Consumerism is a social and economic order that encourages the acquisition of goods and services in
ever-increasing amounts. With the industrial revolution, but particularly in the 20th century, mass
production led to an economic crisis: there was overproduction—the supply of goods would grow
beyond consumer demand, and so manufacturers turned to planned obsolescence and advertising
to manipulate consumer spending.
Society has turned to consumerism to obtain happiness and this form has led to an addiction
particularly amongst the retirees. When one turns to God through religious/spiritual processes
consumerism does not become important (as ultimate happiness is with being in God
Consciousness) and therefore the accumulation of wealth within the developed countries could be
redistributed to the underdeveloped countries to end global poverty.
Also purchasing a property is a highly stressful activity and one tends to accumulate more
accessories to make the house seem more attractive. This accumulation of accessories as another
form of consumerism tends to lead to more stresses as a never-ending cycle. Requiring less
possession actually increases ultimate happiness as best known through Gandhi's achievements.
However, renting is known as dead money and increases the wealth of the rich where without any
work the rent money is directly paid to the landlord and they also obtain capital gain of the property.
For these reasons, the ownership of residential property is both private and government; where
private ownership cannot be used in rental and government ownership is only used in rental. By
having government ownership of rental property (essentially public housing) would make rental
more affordable and would allow governments to distribute this money to the underdeveloped
countries to end global poverty. It would also make the purchase of housing more affordable.
(https://www.un.org/en/sections/issues-depth/poverty/)
Obtaining World Peace
"The Baron" recently posted on a sound solution to resolving the Palestine/Israeli conflict and bring
about peace amongst the Middle East, as well as ending Global Poverty (by the developed countries
distributing income to the underdeveloped countries through government intervention and the
United Nations).
To obtain World Peace abroad requires further:
- the implementation of multicultural polices globally as outlined by the Australian Greens
(https://greens.org.au/policies/multiculturalism)
- the implementation of climate change and renewable energy globally as outlined by the Australian
Greens (https://greens.org.au/policies/climate-change-and-energy)
- the implementation of the First Nations People within Australia as outlined by the Australian
Greens (https://greens.org.au/policies/first-nations-peoples)
- a global distribution of the Bhagavad Gita As It Is
(https://www.asitis.com/)
- a global distribution of 'The Book of Tristan' and the implementation of the policies. This also gives

Tristan's life story, the truth about Jesus and a lifestyle to obtain 'happiness' as a progressive form of
the Hare Krishna movement
(http://strategicgames.com.au/bookoftristan6.pdf)
Under this world peace proposition refugees will not become such as an issue as Global Poverty will
eventually be eradicated. However, for such issues as climate change refugees the Australian Greens
have the solution (https://greens.org.au/policies/immigration-and-refugees)
All mainstream religions believe in the spirit soul being separate from the material body and the
afterlife. The Asian religions (Hinduism, Jainism, Buddhism, and Sikhism) believe in reincarnation
where at the end of this life the soul leaves the body and transmigrates into another body. This form
of reincarnation can essentially explain out-of-body experiences (OBE’s) where the soul leaves the
body but returns to the same body.
There have been many OBE’s documented but "The Baron's" experience was particularly significant
as it occurred directly after making the connection that 'Yoga is the most effective method to
resolving conflicts' and involved visualizing a bird in the spiritual world (similar occurrence to when
Jesus was baptized). Also a few days later a dead bird appeared with no body present (only the
feathers) which appears to indicate some form of resurrection. It is therefore reasonable to suggest
that "The Baron" is the next King for the Jewish people following messiah Jesus and these spiritual
encounters are the most significant events since Joseph Smith published the Book of Mormon in
1830. "The Baron’s" spiritual encounters led to 'The Book of Tristan' as the next chapter in God's
story.
Quantum physics can explain that a human with a very low probability can walk through a wall
(known as quantum tunnelling). Spiritual Masters can confirm that the highest level of consciousness
is walking through a wall. It is also believed that some mystics have been known to walk on water
since they carry very little tension and with God intervention could potentially be less than the
surface tension of water. There has been much debate about spiritual healing. "The Baron" believes
that this is true for minor ailments. Shamans have also long existed with spiritual healing. Byron Bay
in Sydney is particularly recognized for spiritual healing.
(https://www.byronmedicinewheel.com.au/healers-byron-bay/)
Eventually science and in particular quantum physics will prove that the soul, afterlife and
reincarnation actually exist and the miracles performed by Jesus were not really miracles but just
part of science.
The American Society for Psychical Research focuses on parapsychology.
http://www.aspr.com/topics.htm
World Peace can then be obtained.

